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Past Outages

• 4/22/14: Mendel rack 12 upgrade
• 4/23/14 (11 am – 12 pm): Rolling reboot of login nodes
• 5/1/14 (24 hours): Mendel rack 1 power
Planned Outages

• May 13 (8:00 am – 5:00 pm): Full outage. Jobs will begin draining at 5:00 pm the day before
Other Topics from PDSF Staff

• Please use pdsf.nersc.gov to access PDSF
  – Goes through load balancer
  – Old login nodes are used for system testing and can be shut down without warning anytime. Use at your own risk

• NERSC home directory testing
  – Very likely that PDSF is going to switch to NERSC global homes after the move to the hill (tentatively spring next year)
  – If you’re interested in testing things out before the swap, please let me know
    • Swap is fairly painless, only need to set up dot files
    • Easily reversed
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